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A NOTE ON ACDITIVITY 
Halter T. Federer :-E- January, 1959 
'rhe linear model for a two-way classification with o:u.e ob3eryation per 
~eLl rr~y be expressed as 
where x. 1 x . and x are the ith row mean, the jtt column mean and the over~ll ~. • J 
mean, respectively. Denote this as model~. 
In a chi-s quare contingency table the line~- rn,o<'l.el for the ·computed or 
"expected" value is obtained as 
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De:u.ote the above plus q,n error term dij as model c. 
The interaction or residual sum of squares under model ~;; i::> computed ~=w 
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under model c the interaction sum of GquareB i3 computed as 
EEd~ .=Ei:(X. j-
ij l.J ij J. 
The difference in the interaction sumn ot squares und€r model D and under 
the more restricted model, model c, is 
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n~xt to the last form appears to be the better one for computational 
purposes; the last form does not appear to reduce further. The above s~ of 
s q_uares ·is not alw·ays positive. 
Now let's compare this difference in sums of sq_uares with Tukey's one 
degree of freedom sum of sq_uare's for .. n'on-additivity (TNA), which is computed 
from the formula 
. . . 2 
z znci. (xi -x) (x .-x).} . ij J 0 •J 
Also, we shall denote the· former·· .suni.·o.f· squares as a row-colUliJ.I}--association 
.. 
•· 
(RCA) and allocate one degree of freedom to it since it measures the association 
of row deviations and eel~ d·eviatioJ:!,~, To make comparisons of TNA and RCA 
' sums of sq_uares, ~he five numerical examples given by Harter and Lum were used. 
The first example is 
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The surr~ of squares in the analysis of variance are: 
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The third example is: 
-Row 1 2 3 X. x. - -x. -x 
l• 
·-- --r- -- -- , .. ------ ... --- -- +- - 1 ~ - ...... ____ ?-~----~ 
1 . 36 I 81 I 144 i 261 I 87 . 36 I , 
2 0 i 9 i 36 I 45 i 15 : -36 
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'I'he Jurus of squares in the analysis of variance are: 






The fourth examp1e:1s: 
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Tl..e sUlllD of :Jquareo in the analysis of var.iance are: 













The uums of s·quares in the analysis of. variance are: 
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According to Harter 'and Lum.if Xp should ··be used instead cf X ata if. p < l 
then the sum of sq~ares for RCA ~ ~?mputed abs>ve wi+.l always be_ positive. From 
the numetical examples nutnbers '1,3,4·, and 5 it w6i.iid. appear that" the sum of 
Jquares for RCA is less than or equal to the sum of squares for TNAt:i..lil., 
[l:ncij (xi· -iHx.j-x)J 2 >. 2mij (xi· -iHx.fx) 
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(for p< l) • 
There does, however, appear to be a high relationship between the sums of square$ 
for TNA and RCA. 
vlhen p '>. l the SUilh of Squares, 
rEX1 .Cx. -x)(x .-i) J J. I I J 
is negative. For example 2, the qtumtity 
2 
LEX •. (x1 -i)(i .-i) 1 (i. -i)Ci .-x) 2 
l.J ._ ... •.l I - EE( l.• - •,) ) :;: 82.7016 
X X 
did agree well \fi th the sum of squares for TNA = 83.3077. vlhether this is 
coincidence or fact could be determined frcm further empirical investigations 
of this sort, or from-algebraic manipulation of the above formulae. 
The important subject of additivity of data requires additional investi-
gation before the needs of exper.imenters can be adequately satis~ied. Professor 
. . . 
John w. Tukey has made notable advances and others have made contributions 
toward the solution of the statistical problems associated with the non-
additivity problem (see references at end of paper). 
The material in this paper represents a different approach than uoed by 
other authors. The problem of viewing non-additivity in another light is 
presented for its novelty and contribution to the entire problem rather than 
for potential usefulness in applied statistics. 
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